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❑I am Leandro Melendez, Paleperformer
❑Perf Manager @QualiTest
❑IT>20 years & Perf>10 years.
❑AKA Señor Performo.
❑Blog (www.srperf.com)
❑Social NW’s (@srperf)
❑Hosting PerfBytes en Español.
❑Recently youtuber!
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•Performance automations 
traditional problems

•Being done the ancient way

•Main problems
• Finding Correlations
• Performance test cases
• Constant new features
• Changing features



•Take so much time

•Reverse engineering

•Distinguish
server/client

•Unstable



•Functional?

•Talk to SME

•Change

•Data

•Required!



•Especially in agile

•Keeping up

•Figuring new reqs

•Correlations, test cases, 
etc



•Test cases keep
changing

•Automation waterhose

•Refactor the test cases

•Refactor the scripts



•Back end changes

•Re reverse engineer

•Update data

•Hard to keep up  sprint by sprint







The best practices used in performance 
automation

How they are applied?



Recieve GOOD test case

Record at least twice

Compare bones

Identify data, server, client, etc.

Create correlations



Implement correlations

Clear other requests

Add timers, transacts, etc

Parameterize

Concurrency check
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Interviews

Optimize steps

Ask 4 data

Utilization

What is important?



Constant chase by raptor sprints

Constant new reqs

Hurry and repeat

Keep best practices while running



Changes not visible to users

Neither developers

Require more rework

Figure out new correlations, data inputs and 
more





Ms. Data

Mr. AI



Record multiple times

Compare samples

Identify differences
(correlations, params, data)

Correlation instructions

Silly… that is already happening





Ms. Data
Logs from protocol comms:
- Devs (Debug)
- Func automations
- Manual tests
- UAT
- PRODUCTION!
- And many more…



Mr. AI loves 2 work with Ms.Data



Analyzing repetitive
processes

Check her log for right 
responses

Differentiate data input, 
javascripts/client vars, 
session vars, etc.

CENSORED



Mr. AI anlyzes differences

ML reward good 
correlations

Reward 2: good http 
responses

Generate & add correlation
instructions



Generates correlation
dictionary

Can update scripts

Analyzes efficiency

Prompts for data needs



Keep updating existing
scripts

Rewarded by right 
responses

Assisted learning if 
needed

Reporting health



Keeps analyzing new data

Updates correlation database

Can date multiple data:
New reqs, dev, qa, prod, 
features



User paths, test cases, 
common actions, req
steps



Easier to analyze utilization

- Concurrency
- Busy hours
- Most frequent processes
- Projections

Automatic scenarios!



Generate load scenario profiles

- Busy hours
- Average loads
- Longest endurances
- Project growth
- Twice load
- How realistic
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Document steps to 
reproduce

Bad performers

Analyze reasons

Predict similar bottlenecks



Posibilities are endless!



Clone new reqs from
devs

Analyze new Ms Data
Compare old Ms Data

Create new
Update everythingFAST!



Correlations

Parameters

Test Cases

Update changes

Scenarios



•Alan Grant:

Looks like we're 
out of a job.

• Ian Malcolm:

Don't you mean 
extinct.

Why not evolve?






